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This talk will cover the basics of why diversity is important for developers as 
and players, problematic things seen in current titles, ways in which to avoid 
inadvertently falling into tropes during the development cycle. 

I'll also cover productive ways in which to respond to criticism from your 
player and fan base, be it legitimate and reasonable critique, to the 
unfortunate flames of ire that can come from the vocal minority; aka don't be 
that dev on the forums.

Feel free to live tweet! 

Tag/Quote me: @cypheroftyr // @INeedDivGms



I’m the founder and Director of I Need Diverse Games, 
a not-for-profit foundation based in Chicago, that is 
dedicated to better diversification of all aspects of 
gaming.

I Need Diverse Games serves the community by 
supporting marginalized developers attend the Game 
Developer Conference by participating in the GDC 
Scholarship program, helps assist attendance at other 
industry events, and is seeking partnership with 
organizations and programs such as Xbox’s Gaming 4 
Everyone and others.

I’m also a big nerd for games, sci fi, movies and music. 
I’ve been gaming since D&D first edition, and haven’t 
looked back. 

@cypheroftyr //@INeedDivGms

tanya@ineeddiversegames.org

mailto:tanya@ineeddiversegames.org


A quick overview on why this is important for you to consider in your 
work, no matter what your role at Ubisoft



It’s pretty simple as to why. The world we live in is as varied as everyone in 
this room. There’s no one true way to exist or to game. 

For those who are white or white appearing, assumed straight and male the 
gaming world has been theirs for a long time. There’s now an appearance 
that gaming is theirs and there’s no room for anyone else, nor that they are 
welcome. 

We know that it’s not true and that people who game are as varied as what 
genre or platform someone prefers to game on. It’s also ignoring a rather 
large group of people who would be happy to spend money on what 
you’re putting out if they were included.

That might make you wonder who is playing games.



 Percent of all adults who play 
videogames:
 Men: 50%

 Women: 48%

 Percentage of adults who own a game 
console:
 White: 39%

 Black: 43%

 Hispanic: 45%

 Percentage of adults who own a game 
console (gender):
 Men: 37%

 Women: 42%

(All stats: Pew Research, March/April 2015)

 Percent of all adults who play videogames 
(North America):

 White (Non-Hispanic): 48%

 Black (Non-Hispanic): 53%

 Hispanic: 51%

 Percent of all adults who say the term “gamer” 
describes them well (gender):

 Men: 15%

 Women: 6%

(Source: Pew Research, Gamers and Gaming, Topline, December 
2015)



From this year’s report:

63% of US households have at least 1 person who games at 3 hours a week or more

65% of US households have a device used to play games 

48% of US households have a dedicated game console

Average game player is 35 years old

 26% over 50 years old

 27% under 18 years old

 29% 18-35 years old

 18% 36-49 years old

41% of gamers are female, 59% are male

Women aged 18 and older represent a greater portion of the game playing population (31%) than 
boys 18 or younger (17%)

(data from 2016 Essential Facts about Computer and Video Game Industry)

http://essentialfacts.theesa.com/Essential-Facts-2016.pdf


Good question! In doing research for panels and this talk, it was 
difficult to find in depth data on who’s playing broken down by 
race. Lack of this data makes the case for diversity hard from a 
numbers perspective.

There was one Nielsen study from 2015 that looked at LGBTQIA 
and Asian players in terms of representation.

There was also a Pew Institute article from 2015 that looked into it. 
An interesting statistic from that study showed attitudes towards 
gaming, and who calls themselves gamers. 

http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/news/2015/how-diverse-are-video-gamers-and-the-characters-they-play.html
http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/12/17/views-on-gaming-differ-by-race-ethnicity/


Pew Research Center also asked 
about how minorities are depicted in 
video games. Roughly half (47%) of 
American adults say they are unsure 
of whether video games portray 
minority groups poorly. Interestingly, 
this is the most common response 
regardless of race or ethnicity.

Blacks (13%) are more likely than 
whites (7%) to say most video games 
portray minority groups poorly. Still, 
close to half of all blacks (47%) say 
they are uncertain if video games 
depict minorities in a bad light.



Why care about diversity?

From an empathic point of view, it’s the right thing to do 

From a business point of view, you’re leaving money on the 
table

There’s more out there than the same old story, the same old 
protagonists

Your player base is not just 18 year old white boys any more

Your player base has a lot of women, POC, LGTBQIA and older 
people who are not being served and will go elsewhere 



So let’s look at things to consider when creating a POC and/or LGBTQIA 
character 



Vivienne De Fer - Dragon Age 

Inquisition. 

• Strong black woman

• Ice queen

• Overly ambitious

• Manipulative 

• Has dialogue with another 

character about being so dark 

she’s not visible with lights out

Letitia the Trash Lady – Deus 

Ex: Human Revolution

• Sounds like a step n fetchit

cartoon

• POC as useful to white 

protag

Mislav – Witcher 3

• Tragic gay trope

• Considers himself a freak

• Talks about how he deserves 

his exile for loving another 

man

• Is forced to live alone and 

unloved, which reinforces 

message that gay is bad



Eneryis. Norn – Guild Wars 

2

POC, able to have locs, 

varied options for skin tone. 

Lincoln Clay, Mafia III

First time the series has had 

a black lead and game deals 

with race

Nilin – Remember Me

Black female lead

Powerful



While Evie Frye and Aveline de 

Grandprè are awesome to have in 

the AC lineup, I didn’t include them 

as good representation for a couple 

of reasons. 

Evie: Fabulous character but a 

missed opportunity to have a 

historically accurate female assassin, 

also she has to share the spotlight 

with her sibling.

Aveline: Great to have a WoC

Assassin, but she didn’t even get a 

full game. A Vita title that was later 

remastered to XB360 and PC, then 

only as an add in to AC4:Black Flag



What’s a trope you ask, and is it the same as a stereotype? Not really

Full Definition of TROPE

1a : a word or expression used in a figurative sense : FIGURE OF SPEECH b : a common or 
overused theme or device : CLICHÉ <the usual horror movie tropes>

2: a phrase or verse added as an embellishment or interpolation to the sung parts of the Mass 
in the Middle Ages

Full Definition of STEREOTYPE

1: to make a stereotype from

2a : to repeat without variation : make hackneyed b : to develop a mental stereotype about

Both definitions are from Merriam-Websters online dictionary

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/figure+of+speech
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/clich%C3%A9
http://www.merriam-webster.com/


There are so many ways you can inadvertently fall into a trope trap during character creation:

 Have your character described as urban, thug, or speak in a manner that is you assume 
people associate with POC

 Overemphasize the darkness of their skin, or the strangeness of their hair 

 Have NPC’s or other characters comment on how well they speak

 Don’t sacrifice them for another character’s motivation. See “fridging” or “magical negro” 

 Giving your POC character Euro-centric facial features but palette swapping them. It doesn’t 
work

 Make them the foil for other characters based on their own identity issues



 The tragic bi/gay/trans/NB aka I am miserable because I realized I’m not straight thing has 
to stop.

 Defining that character by their orientation. People are not one-dimensional, characters 
shouldn’t be either.

 Have a character be predatory towards other characters. It is a dangerous trope

 Stop having love triangles for bisexual characters, it reinforces the idea that bisexuals are 
greedy & need a triad to be happy

 Do not pull the “you tricked me!” thing for trans characters if they come out in game. That 
has gotten people killed and can be triggering for trans players.

 Don’t queer bait with characters. If they are LGBTQIA, be explicit.

 Don’t kill your queer characters to further the plot (see fan response to the 100 and other 
media where they killed queer characters off for no reason)



Don’t use food words to describe POC. No one wants to be called chocolate, cinnamon, burnt 
caramel, café au lait or other words like that. It’s a way to other a character, something your 
players will notice.

If describing natural POC hair, do not liken it to steel wool, or a lamb or any animal. It’s human 
hair not a brillo pad.

Avoid describing gay/bi male id’d characters as limp wristed, lisping, or other negative markers 
that players would take as a negative stereotype. 

Using words like dyke, bull dagger and other slurs are to be avoided when describing and 
speaking of lesbian/bi female id’d characters for the same reasons above.

If possible, run dialogue, character descriptions past someone who is in that group for a 
sensitivity read. If you are outside the group you will not pick up on things that can be 
offensive!



 Is this character a stereotype?

 Do they line up with tropes talked about here or that you’ve seen in other media?

 Have I checked with someone besides me on this characters design, story and overall 
presentation?

 If I’ve gotten feedback that the character could be offensive to others unlike me, have I 
tried to review and work towards making it better?

 Have I checked for language that is problematic in how the character speaks, or is 
described?

 Does a POC or LGBTQIA character die for the sake of a non-POC/non-LGBTQIA characters 
motivations? 

 Does a non-human character present in a way that could be read as a stand in for POC?



 Katherine Cross, columnist at Gamasutra, games critic @Quinnae_Moon

 Evan Narcisse, i09,previously at Kotaku @Ev_Narc

 Spawn on Me Podcast; @SpawnOnMe weekly podcast looking at games & game culture through a 

diverse lens. spawnon.me

 blackgamedevs.com an opt in listing of black game devs. http://www.blackgamedevs.com/

 Catt Small, @cattsmall Brookyn Gamery, Baby Castles

 Shareef Jackson, @shareefjackson, Does #GamingLooksGood series on diversity in games. Also a 

co-host on Spawn on Me

 Yussef Cole @youmeyou yussefcole.com games critic, views gaming media as a black man looking 

at things from his POV & asking questions others aren’t.

 Comosedicenerd, @comosedicerd, who looks at games from a Latinx POV and has an ongoing list 

about Latinx in Game Dev.

 Austin Walker, EIC at Waypoint (formerly ViceGaming) @Austin_Walker

 POC via art history medievalpoc.com also @medievalpoc on twitter

 I Need Diverse Games @INeedDivGms, http://ineeddiversegames.org

 Fresh Out of Tokens, weekly podcast on gaming from a feminist, intersectional pov. 

http://freshoutoftokens.simplecast.fm

http://spawnon.me/
http://blackgamedevs.com/
http://www.blackgamedevs.com/
http://yussefcole.com/
http://medievalpoc.com/
http://ineeddiversegames.org/
http://freshoutoftokens.simplecast.fm/


You’ll make mistakes, now what to do about it when the fans react both 
favorably and unfavorably.



So, despite your efforts and your intent; there’s now a character or 
plot line that isn’t really working for your fan base. Be it a tropey 
character of colour, or a stereotypical LGBTQIA plot or NPC. 

What to do about fan reactions to your missteps?

Fan reactions can run the gamut from reasonable, hey this bothers 
me and here’s why to vitriolic, over the top screeching that rattles 
the bars & signals others to yell. 



You’ve seen these, where a fan or fans react to a plot line or a character that 
didn’t work out for them. Usually it is reasonable, a way for that fan to tell you 
as devs how this character or plot affected them. 

Previous criticisms of Ubisoft:

 Not enough POC/only available as DLC 

 Women are hard to animate

 WoC not getting a full game vs mobile port

 No actually historically accurate female assassin’s in AC: Syndicate

 Look alike white male protag in AC: Unity



What about fans who still want to be critical and toxic rather than giving you useful, good 
feedback in other spaces like twitter, Facebook, Twitch streams, forums, etc?

 Calls for a boycott, name calling, dogpiling on a dev, community manager or another fan 
that responds to that initial post by insults or telling them they are being a fan/playing the 
game the wrong way.

 There’s also twitter, FB and other venues where the discourse about a thing fans aren’t happy 
about can easily spiral out of control before PR or anyone can respond to it. 

 The hard part about vitriolic fan reactions is you never know what could set a players sights 
on you for whatever it is that they don’t like. 

 The question is, how to handle it so you aren’t that dev being written about on gaming sites, 
tweeted at and harangued for days or weeks.



Here’s a few things to consider if you find yourself in a conflict with fans.

 Don’t get defensive

 Don’t be dismissive

 Realize when response is appropriate and when it’s required versus letting 
someone yell into the void

 Know when to engage and when to step back

 Check in with PR because responding in anger or frustration is the worst 
thing you can do.

 Know when & how to apologize if it’s needed

 Follow up, or reach out if appropriate



• http://ineeddiversegames.org

• indg@ineeddiversegames.org

• info@ineeddiversegames.org

• @INeedDivGms

• Patreon.com/INeedDivGms

• http://cypheroftyr.com

• tanya@ineeddiversegames.org

• @cypheroftyr

• Patreon.com/cypheroftyr

http://ineeddiversegames.org/
mailto:indg@ineeddiversegames.org
mailto:tanya@ineeddiversegames.org
http://cypheroftyr.com/
mailto:tanya@ineeddiversegames.org





